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Abstract 
Ventricular Assist Devices (VAD) have been developed to be able to stabilize the hemodynamic status of patients with severe heart                    
failure until they recover. VADs of destination consist essentially of pure titanium, this biometal presents good mechanical and                  
biological performance due to its high hardness and chemical stability. Nevertheless, circulating blood in permanent contact with a                  
non-endothelial surface triggers formation and detachment of thrombi, which compromise the patient's life and the               
biofunctionality of the implant. An endothelialized surface has an excellent thromboresistant characteristic, as well as a better                 
coefficient of friction, responsible for hemolysis. The Plasma Electrolytic Oxidation (PEO) process is suited for texturizing pure                 
titanium, since the resulting surface characteristic is rough with dimensions proportional to those of the circulating and/or                 
endothelial cells, capable of forming, in vitro and/or in vivo conditions, a neointima at the internal surface of implantable DAVs. A                     
3D perfilometry analysis was performed by PEO-modified titanium sample and the thickness and Ra of the formed coating were                   
known and evaluated. The next experiments will be carried out in vitro to evaluate the interactivity and adhesion of endothelial                    
cells, type HUVEC, on the surface of titanium pure and textured. 
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1. Ventricular Assist Devices 

A Target Ventricular Assist Device (VAD) must supply the         
needs of patients with severe heart failure, for an indefinite          
period, without degrading or becoming incompatible with the        
local living system [1]. Generally, these VADs consist essentially         
of pure titanium (Ti) in order to maximize their biofunctionality.          
The good mechanical and biological performance of Ti due the          
high hardness, low density and excellent chemical stability of         
titanium oxide (TiO²) present on its surface [2]. 

However, circulating blood in permanent contact with a        
non-endothelial surface triggers formation and detachment of       
thrombi, which compromise the patient's life and the implant.         
Today, it is desired to perform target VAD implants with the           
proper surface to form a thin layer of tightly adhered living cell.            
The endothelialization in vitro or in vivo - as a function of the             
time of implantation - is able to provide excellent         
thromboresistant characteristics to the VAD, besides a better        
coefficient of friction through blood flow, responsible for the         
hemolysis - irreversible rupture of the red blood cells [3]. 

 

2. Surface Modification for biomimetize VADs 

In Brazil, biomimetization - reproduction of forms and / or in           
vivo function of biological tissues - for circulatory assistance has          
been carried out by modifying biomaterial surfaces exposed to         
circulating blood through its texturization from Plasma       
Electrolytic Oxidation (PEO), followed by endothelial cell lining        
[2]. 

Of bibliography material and similar products, stand out        
those who act in hemodynamic conditions relative during the         
practice of mechanical circulatory assistance. The blood contact        
surface of HeartMate II ® Centrifugal VAD, designed by         

Thoratec Corporation in Pleasanton, USA, is textured to provide         
in vivo endothelialization; this texturization is represented by        
sintered titanium microspheres capable of providing support       
structure and cell adhesion, scaffolds [4]. 

 
2.1. Texturization of Ti by PEO 

At Plasma Technological Laboratory of University of State of         
Sao Paulo (UNESP), Sorocaba, Brasil, the PEO technique was         
applied in pure Ti to form a textured coating in oxide of            
titanium characteristic of scaffoldem; and with incorporated       
magnesium to act as a biomarker in the process of          
endothelialization, in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. Micrograph of titanium textured by PEO. 

 
The predominant composition of the PEO coating follows the         

constituent of the substrate and of the electrolytic solution;         
and the growth rate, its structure and surface roughness (Ra)          
follow according to plasma effects as a function of the          
treatment time. In the literature, Li et al. (1999) found that the            
oxide layer in Ti alloy obtained by PEO presents a thickness of            
200 µm and good interfacial adhesion [5]. Here, we present the           
characterization of the oxide layer obtained in pure Ti by PEO           
using 3D perfilometry analysis. 

 



 

3. Methods 

From a modified titanium sample, Figure 2, the PEO coating          
was characterized at Laboratory of Surface Phenomena of the         
Polytechnic School of University of Sao Paulo (USP), Sao Paulo,          
Brazil. The thickness in titanium formed coating can be         
identified from the difference in height at interface pure         
titanium/coating. 

 

 
Figure 2. Pastille in titanium with PEO coating. 
 
This interface has been evaluated at three different points         

(right, left and center) through a three-dimensional       
perfilometry  Taylsurf PGI TayorHobson, Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3. Three-dimensional perfilometry Taylsurf PGI      

TayorHobson.  
 
The scanning was performed with lens 20X, from the lower          

base (pure titanium) towards the lower level (coating). Then,         
the values of Ra were plotted in the Talysurf CCI software and            
3D images of the profile of this interface were generated from           
software TayorHobson: MP Profile and TalyMaps Gold. 

Posteriorly, the sample was cut at transverse section and         
inlaid to evaluate and recorded, through JEO JSM 6010LA         
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), the profile of the coating         
formed. The chemical composition of the coating was        
evidenced with the aid of X-ray Energy Dispersion        
Spectrometry (EDS). 

 

4. Resuts 

The obtained values indicated Ra 0.916 for coating ceramic         
and Ra 0.245 for pure titanium. Figure 4 shows a graph with the             
profile of surface, showing a coating with 5,840 µm of average           
thickness. 

 

 
Figure 4. Profile of sample in titanium modified by PEO. 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 5 shows the three-dimensional image of interface        

titanium pure/coating forming of form gradually, according       
that the micro arcs went to surface of the sample. 

 
Figure 5. 3D profile of coating PEO obtained by 3D CCI Profiler.  
 
The SEM micrographs revealed the presence of a layer of          

titanium oxide represented by a well-defined contour over the         
entire surface of the pure, metallic titanium. The chemical         
analysis EDS indicated 9.52% of carbon, 66.95% of oxigen,         
0.63% sodium, 6.12 magnesium and 16.78% of potassium in         
coating PEO, in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6. EDS results of PEO coating.  

4. Conclusion 

The bioaspect of surface showed to be proportional to the          
conditions of interest and its biocompatible chemical       
composition. The rough profile coating shows thickness close to         
that reported in similar studies. It was noticed that electrolytic          
plasma oxidation occurs gradually from the isolated site into         
the sample, keeping it homogeneous and stable after 2000 µm.          
The analysis contributed with the interpretation of the PEO         
process dynamics and the distinction of the composition of the          
coating with that of the substrate. The next experiments will be           
carried out in vitro to evaluate, in a comparative way, the           
interactivity and adhesion of endothelial cells, type HUVEC, on         
the surface of polished and textured titanium. 
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